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Miranda Wilkerson: Christina, I had a student from Spain point me to this link.  

Adam Cohen: Christina, it is true that some Embassies are saying F and M are exempt from the travel 

ban.  Vienna added academic J-1s.  It seems to be piecemeal and inconsistent. 

Miranda Wilkerson: Adam and Christina, it does seem odd. In fact, in portions it seems contradictory. F-

1 students are exempt, but earlier in the document, it seems to say opposite 

Adam Cohen: The news I have seen has come out of Amsterdam, Oslo, and Vienna.  

JACQUELINE MAKI 2: Can initial status students who successfully obtain an F-1 visa for this fall semester, 

but does not/cannot enter the U.S., can that student's SEVIS record be activated if the student enrolls in 

online courses from abroad? 

Karen Santiago 2: What does this mean for schools that were going to be considered "hybrid" by the 

July 6 standards? Are they now supposed to be treated as in-person institutions? We had enough classes 

for students to have 1-2 hybrid courses. The rest online. No way we could go back to the 1 course limit. 

Can those students be online only (even if institutional operation plan is hybrid?). 

Mary Reeves: Mary Reeves here. Your advice/opinions pls: The IEP arena was subject to a full 

prohibition from any online classes at all in the rescinded guidance.  Does the IEP arena need to worry 

that, in the future re temporary guidance, there will be any particular focus on students in or entering 

the US to attend English language programs? 

Cheryl Delk-Le Good: Thank you Mary!   in car and can’t type well.   my question too 

Mary Reeves: Hi Cheryl - we know there are a lot of ESL programs out there wondering about this! 

Jennifer O'Connor: Is there an advantage to doing a changed start date for an Initial Status student who 

can only come later, versus doing a data fix?  (If we anticipate that data fix part being allowed for them 

under covid?) 

nithy sevanthinathan : Greetings! Timely review of the case outcome and discussions. Thank you NAFSA 

Ramona  Kirsch : Question - do we have any idea of the timing for DHS to get clarity for Fall from the 

March memos? 

Abhijith Bharadwaj: I have a question about OPT. In the COVID FAQ document on the ICE website, the 

employment guidelines for post completion OPT states that 

Sheena Connell: Are we able to allow late arrivals (i.e., student starts the semester with online classes in 

their home country, and then travels in person when it is safe to do so)? If that's the case, do we need to 

send them an updated I-20 with a later start date and/or send an explanatory letter? 

Abhijith Bharadwaj:  I have a question about OPT. In the COVID FAQ document on the ICE website, the 

employment guidelines for post completion OPT states that "Students currently participating in OPT, 

including STEM OPT, may work remotely if their employer has an office outside of the United States or 

https://es.usembassy.gov/covid-19-related-faq/


the employer can assess student engagement using electronic means." - Does this mean that OPT 

students can work from outside the US due to COVID? 

Jodi Simek: Abhijith Bharadwaj - Why not - if they are outside of the United States does the OPT part 

even matter?  Or do they want to come back to OPT in person in the future? 

Abhijith Bharadwaj: Jodi Simek - I meant to ask if students on OPT can work outside of the US "on OPT". 

Say, a student working in the US on OPT comes under exigent circumstances to move temporarily back 

to their home country. In such a case, can the student still pursue OPT or will the time spent outside of 

the US not count towards the OPT? 

Jodi Simek: @Abhijith Bharadwaj  - interesting.   

Adam Cohen: @Abhijith, it seems remote work on OPT is allowed, such as if the employer has an office 

outside of the U.S. or the employer can assess student engeagement using electronic means. 

Abhijith Bharadwaj: @Adam Cohen - Thank you for that. This raises another question - are there any 

limits on the time accrued outside the US? That is, the travel signature on a student's I20 is valid for 5 

months. Does that still hold in the scenario where a student is pursuing remote work outside the US? 

Leyla Field: Will students, coming from countries on travel ban (eg. China, Brazil, EU, etc.) enter U.S. and 

self-isolate in U.S. or will they have to self-quarantine for 14 days in a country not on travel ban list and 

then enter U.S.? 

Adam Cohen: Leyla, my understanding is that they have to quarantine in a country not on the travel ban 

list. 

Sharon Rauch: Hi, do we have any clarification if new students can begin in the fall but remain in their 

home countries and take all online courses? 

Ingrid Galinat: Sharon Rauch  we need clarification on this.  

Miho Patani: Can new students use INITIAL I20 to enter for a hybrid univ? 

Rachel Webb: Still so confused about continuing students outside of the U.S. Is our move to hybrid plans 

back to "normal operations.” Do we still need to terminate them for AEW? I hope not! We have many 

students who are unable to re-enter the U.S., or, frankly, don't feel safe to do so. 

Sarabeth Trujillo: Hello from East Carolina University. How does the March guidance apply to "hybrid" 

schools (by the July 6 guidance)?  Are these students required to stay to the one class limit? Also, there 

are so many contradictory pieces of information on the EU/Brazil travel bans - Spain is saying students 

can just cross while other embassies are refusing to allow students to apply for National Interest 

Consideration. 

Adam Cohen: Totally right, Sarabeth, about the travel ban inconsistencies.  Regarding the hybrid model, 

I believe that is fine for Active students, just as fully online has been ok for Active students.  I think the 

problem is for initial students abroad. 

Sarabeth Trujillo: @Adam. Thanks!  also have heard nothing about whether CBP will respect an 

individual embassy's determination that the student can be exempt from travel bans. With so many 

different embassy responses, I am concerned about if the response will be the same at CBP 



LAUREN NEHLSEN: I agree Adam. The concern now is for initial students. 

Tami Renner: From my SEVP rep today - SEVP has not yet provided updated clarifying guidance for the 

fall, but it is being discussed. As soon as the updated guidance it ready, it will be shared via the ICE and 

Study in the States websites, a Broadcast message, and other social media options.  

Jodi Simek: Thank you, Tami 

Michelle Massey: @Tami - thank you!  This is encouraging! 

Jin Zhang: Hi everyone, do you know whether an export control license needed for new graduate Iranian 

students to start online classes in Iran? 

Mike Brzezinski: Jin Zhang - check with your export control guru on campus.  Ours thinks it is best to 

obtain one for the kind of situation you describe. 

Jodi Simek: @Jin Zhang - I don’t have a direct answer, but we hear from our system that Export controls 

should be reviewed for any non UW person taking online classes 

Masume Assaf: @Jin Zhang. yes. license needed for Iranians to receive online education in Iran. 

Jin Zhang: thank you all! 

MARCIA TAYLOR: Jin Zhang - yes you would need an export control license to teach a student in Iran. 

Connie Childs: We appreciate ALL that NAFSA does!! 

Mark Rush: Hi with regard to pp8-9 of the 15 July FAQ: what if an initial international student actually 

gets into the USA?  Do we tell them to go home? 

LAUREN NEHLSEN: Mark - that's the ambiguity in the original guidance.  

Adam Cohen: Mark, that is an interesting question, because the guidance says that initial students 

currently in the U.S. who have reported to their school should be made Active in SEVIS and follow the 

procedural adaptations provided by the school to SEVP.   

Minsoo Yoo: If a university declares it is having in person classes, can those classes be offered using 

various modalities and still count as in person? 

Mei Cooley: We truly appreciate your hard work Steve & all! 

Martha Turner: Yes, we do!  Thanks Steve, David and others! 

lwadychketley: In Fall our school is offering 90% of classes online, and only 10% will be offered in-

person.  These classes are very limited, and they may not match our international students majors and 

schedule. We are not sure if int. students will be able to take all the classes online, or they would be 

required to enroll in at least one in-person class on campus. 

Mei Cooley: I completely understand how it takes several days to fully respond to something so 

complicated. 

Minsoo Yoo: also, if continuing students left the US due to COVID and can't return due to visa or flight 

issues, can we keep their SEVIS records open until they can return in December or January? 



Tim Kao:  I am confident NAFSA lobbied aggressively.  

Jodi Simek: @Mike Brzezinski: I would say once they are in the US they follow under the march guidance 

for those in initial status already in the US 

Mike Brzezinski: @Jodi Simek - I dont think SEVP would concur with that stance when they reference 

that initial students should not enter the US unless a school is pursuing normal operations, 

Jodi Simek: @Mike Brzezinski .  I  didn’t see this stated that way.  Please direct me.  I saw this on page 2 

of FAQ.  Initial students currently in the United States that have reported to their school should be made 

Active in SEVIS and follow the guidelines the school provides to all its F and M students related to 

COVID-19. If Initial students have not arrived in the United States, they should remain in their home 

country. Based on SEVP’s guidance from January 2020 and March 2020, are schools encouraged to 

cancel admission for new students? SEVP is not encouraging any specific action regarding new students. 

If a school has accepted F and/or M students but will not maintain standard operations because of 

COVID-19, deferment is an alternative. For additional information about deferring enrollment, refer to 

the How Do I Defer My Enrollment? blog post on Study in the States. 

Mike Brzezinski: @ Jodi Simek - I think its an interpretation.  If a student is initial for fall and has not 

entered the US then they should not do so unless the school is operation under normal operations.  See 

NAFSA slide that  just posted. 

Jodi Simek: @Mike - agreed - I just don't know if we need to have them leave 

Mike Brzezinski: @ Jodi - if you can get them enrolled full time and in nor more than one online course, 

you might be OK. but if you converted to all online mid-semester, not so much 

Jodi Simek: @Mike - Absolutely. And that all requires a crystal ball.  Even the mode of individual classes 

on my campus. 

Jodi Simek: @Mike - we are the perfect lead into this section 

Jodi Simek: @Mike - let's get a beer on that 

LAUREN NEHLSEN: I agree with @Jodi Simek 

Jason Marquart: I am not sure I understand, why is this necessary? Everyone knows NAFSA was all over 

this right? 

Connie Childs: @Jason - apparently some people did not realize it.... 

Jason Marquart: @Connie: NAFSA has never let us down in terms of advocacy, updates, etc. 

Connie Childs: @Jason -- 100% agree.  Some people may need to learn a bit more about NAFSA and just 

chill for a minute! 

Cheryl Delk-Le Good: Erica at Connecting Our World.   bravo!!! 

Mike Turay: Slightly off-topic question: do we yet have a sense of when embassies will reopen for visa 

appointments? 

Stephanie Holleran 2: @Mike Turay - they started opening.  varies by country 



Swati Kukreja: I heard many embassy is reopening soon 

Mike Turay: @Stephanie @Swati - thank you! 

Swati Kukreja: @ mike , what is student receive  visa can they come and do online classes 

Jodi Simek: Thank you NAFSA to taking the charge on this! 

Michelle Massey: Thank you so very much NAFSA colleagues for everything you do and have done!!   

Tess Rewick: If we are hybrid for fall do we still need to reissue I-20s with any specific notation in 

remarks? 

Michelle Massey: @Tess there is nothing about that in the March guidance, I think we will need to stay 

tuned for likely forthcoming Fall guidance that some colleagues here have mentioned SEVP Field Reps 

might be coming as early as next week 

Tess Rewick: @michelle thank you! 

Marci Fradkin: Some embassy are open for instance Vietnam 

Chad Lectura: Grateful for all of the hard work taking place behind the scenes at NAFSA. 

Piyush Modi: Any idea when US embassy is opening in India? 

Harry Melo: The judge mentioned that the case would remain on her docket; do we think the 

government will come back with guidance that contradict the March guidance to bring back new 

litigation? 

Naomi Greelis: MCC operates on a quarter system, thus, annual vacation is not automatically in 

summer. If students met the annual vacation requirements, may they continue staying in their home 

countries if they have been studying in spring and summer quarters in their home countries? Will the 5 

month rule of being outside the US be enforced? Will they need a new visa?  May DSOs keep the SEVIS 

record ACTIVE rather than terminating them for AEW? 

Stacey Coulthard: Could we say that "alternate learning procedures" can be viewed as using the hybrid 

model? 

Bethany Galipeau-Konate: @Stacey, that's what I'm wondering 

Lori Arias: Does scenario two work for ESL students who kept studying continuously since Spring? We 

believe ESL can't move to remote for fall and keep students active. 

Maria Bouzas: The current FAQ says Initial students can’t enter the US for remote programs. Therefore, 

Initial students CAN enter the US for hybrid programs requiring physical presence, correct? Can ESL 

students enroll in hybrid programs?? 

Kathleen Head: My interpretation for fall: if you report an operational plan to be 100% online, you are 

subject to the relaxed distance ed rules (March COVID19 guidance); returning students who are abroad 

can remain in "active" status and initial students abroad should defer their visas. Initial students in the 

U.S. should report to their schools and can take online courses. If you do NOT resume 100% online, you 

are subject to the "normal" regulations which means max of 1 online course (note: hybrid courses are 



OK because they require physical presence). Initial student who are abroad can come (assuming they 

can get a visa) but can only take 1 online course. Returning students who wish to continue online, from 

abroad, can do so BUT should be terminated for AEW.  

Sarabeth Trujillo: @Kathleen. That was my interpretation as well 

Shinn Ko: David - this is great!  

Amanda Fox: If we are implementing a hybrid model for fall (and notified SEVP as required), with in 

person, hybrid, and online courses, could a F-1 student be enrolled in all hybrid classes and still be in 

status? 

Kara LaSota: Amanda -- based on the way the regs are actually written, probably yes.  As long as there's 

some f2f engagement. 

Amanda Fox: Thank you, Kara. That is the way we're reading it, too. 

Bill Mallett: @Amanda - they would be still in Active status with all hybrid 

Amanda Fox: @Bill - Thank you! That's the way we are reading it, too. 

Karen Santiago 2: We don't have enough classes for all hybrid or F2F. It's going to be a 50/50 mix of 

online + hybrid or F2F. I don't know what that means for our students.  

Yujin Kim: My campus has 70% online 15% in-person and 15% hybrid - Can we have students to take all 

online classes?  

Sheena Connell: If a student is on a Change of Level I-20 and are outside the U.S., is their I-20 

considered initial under the March guidance? 

Jin Zhang: Will new students taking online full course load outside the U.S. be counted toward the one 

full academic year of CPT/OPT eligibility? 

Gaurav Harshe: If a student completes a degree in School A and now transfers to School B to start 

another degree, can they be online? Thanks! In the US 

Rachel Webb: Isn't the 10 days after the change occurs? Our change was decided ages ago, but not in 

place yet. 

Katherine Palmer: Good questions Rachel Webb 

Jason Marquart: I thought it was 10 days after the change, Rachel. 

Jerry Debe: should I continue issue the updated I-20 for the students currently outside of the U.S? 

nithy sevanthinathan : Per my understanding, students who are abroad and trying to keep their status 

may have to follow their own government regulatory for online classes 

Subhan Ali: CDC has travel restrictions for nonimmigrants coming from China, Iran, UK, Schengen 

countries, Brazil.  Can an F-1 international student from one of the travel restricted countries travel to 

the US, if they have been in any of those countries in 14 days preceding entry into the US.?  Will the 

student need any additional paperwork? 



LAUREN NEHLSEN:   So if you are offering mostly online classes and limited hybrid classes, this would 

not be a return to normal operations. Additionally, new students outside the US should be deferred to 

spring. But what if they do get a visa and by some miracle, are able to enter the US? What will you do? 

James Deleppo: If a school is completely online, how do you consider Change of Education level 

students?  Would you consider them the same as initial students if they are outside the US? 

Mihaela Metianu: What were the FAM revisions from July 9? 

Lori Arias: Can a student finish final semester from abroad and apply for OPT from abroad- re-entering 

before the end of the semester of at least before OPT begins? 

Jennifer Kelley: @Lori arias - USCIS refuses to respond to that question and SEVP keeps punting it. We 

know of some schools that did authorize it but I have not yet heard of any successful cases. 

Michelle Massey: @Lori SEVP references USCIS on this point in the March FAQ, no answer ever came on 

this question from USCIS.  In practice, we've had students approved when applying from abroad in the 

past, but we always advise that it is a risk and we don't have clear guidance on how USCIS will handle it 

Swati Kukreja: @ Lori, student are allowed to do OPT, but OPT guideline says to apply OPT you have to 

in the United States, will they approve it, it depends on USCIS, but i would suggest to write letter of 

recommendation 

Matthew Jin: Hello I have a transfer in students who needs to travel outside of the country to attend to 

his sick parents. Can he return to U.S. when he is in initial status when our operation for Fall 2020 is fully 

online? 

Adam Cohen: David, there is also the recent info from DOS about the phased reopening, "All of our 

missions are continuing to provide emergency and mission-critical visa services.  As post-specific 

conditions permit, our missions will phase in processing some routine nonimmigrant and immigrant visa 

cases, for example: travelers with urgent travel needs; students (F-1, M-1, and certain J-1);" 

Cristina Carney 2: Audio cut out: our campus is not returning to normal operations and will have a 

hybrid model. What is the consensus with initial records if students can make it to the U.S? 

Deborah Alm: Deborah Alm, Springfield College: If a continuing student is in the US and our institution 

will offer in person and hybrid courses, but they prefer to go home out of the US to take online courses, 

can we keep their SEVIS status in Active status? 

Denise Medeiros: Can anyone confirm how long it takes to process an export control license for an 

Iranian student? I heard 6-12 months from our export control officer. 

Mike Brzezinski: @ Denise Medeiros - not a process for the faint of heart; it can be a long process.  Your 

export control guru should have a good idea.  Ours in the past have taken considerable time 

Denise Medeiros: @Mike, thank you. 

Emily Pack: I feel like I'm missing a step, but if students can't get a visa, then how do they get into initial 

status? 

Swati Kukreja: @Emily, student will be on initial status as soon as you created them in SEVIS 



Emily Pack: @swati right, but over half of the students I put as initial attendance don't get approved for 

a visa under normal conditions. I'm hesitant to have students begin taking online classes from outside 

the US knowing they may never be approved for a visa... 

Kara LaSota: Does anyone have any language they've used (or started to use) for an operational update 

for Fall that explains hybrid type operations, and would be the most flexible for our students in the 

coming term. 

Derek Yu: Can initial students take online classes from outside of the U.S.? 

Kara LaSota: @Derek -- Someone can always take a class online from outside the US, but if they're an 

initial student you shouldn't register their SEVIS record. 

Jennifer Kelley: @Derek Yu, yes they can, provided they are not currently residing in one of the fully 

embargoed nations 

Michelle Massey: @Derek initial students can enroll online from abroad, but you likely cannot activate 

their SEVIS records unless SEVP adds something about this in any future guidance coming up 

Vivian Yamoah: Has there been any information about how this affects English Language Programs? 

Jaime Weidner: Do we still need to issue I-20s to all students with updates in the remarks section? 

Michelle Massey: @Jaime that was only required under the July announcement 

Michelle Massey: @Jaime to clarify, the I-20 notes were only required in the July intended guidance 

that was rescinded earlier this week 

Naomi Greelis: @Jaime Weidner - No. 

Joann (NAFSA): For this section, please feel free to share your institution's plans 

Victoria Imsirovic: David thank you!  outstanding presentation/information 

Benjamin LaSalata 2: For new students in initial status outside the US coming to attend a hybrid 

program who cannot enter the US because of a travel ban - why would they not be allowed to take 

online courses if the school makes them available to them?  These students are not in F status yet. Their 

I-20s could/should be amended to a later start date. 

Mark Rush: seems that 8 cfr 214 would allow an online class that REQUIRES PHYSICAL ATTENDANCE.  

That is, a synchronous course that required live attendance would not count towards the limit.  

Mark Rush: An asynchronous course that does not req physical attendance would fail the standard 

Hunter Swanson: @David - Thank you! Can you elaborate on the different "permutations that students 

may find themselves in" as it relates to the procedural plan update?  

Sarah Wong: Yes please - to Hunter's question for David 

Jodi Simek: @Hunter - I think you make an excellent point.  I think we need to transparent that if 

students begin online study there is no guarantee that they can complete their degree online nor would 

they be issued a visa. 



Marisa Atencio: @ Hunter a great sample notice was posted in the ISTA network with language that 

could be revised to communicate what @Jodi is expressing 

TaWanna Archia: We plan to have a Hybrid Educational Model - UNC School of the Arts 

Cheryl Delk-Le Good: ESL programs still need some additional clarifications 

Sara Johnson: Synchronous "HyFlex" model 

Jodi Simek: @Sara some of our classes will be HyFlex too 

LAUREN NEHLSEN:   Will new initial students attending a hybrid model for fall only be allowed to take 

one fully online course? 

Yujin Kim: @Lauren I had the came question :)  

Karen Santiago 2: @Lauren...that is what I am also trying to figure out. Will they be required to go fully 

online, and would they be allowed to based on an institutional "hybrid" education model. 

Yasmin Nizzer-Bates 2: same question. can new students be hybrid 

Yvette Lugo: Hybrid 

Kristen Hagen: Florida State Univ - hybrid 

Aster Yehdego: Currently, we are offering hybrid and online classes for the Fall 20 semester.  

Kathy HARRINGTON: In California so almost entirely online! 

Cristina Carney 2: My speaker wasn't working. Did anyone catch what to do with a hybrid approach for 

incoming initials? Are we to activate these records as long as there is one classes that has an in person 

component? Of course if the student is able to make it to campus. 

Rebecca Bahan 3: Will new initial students be able to enroll in just three credits of face to face and the 

rest hybrid or online?  Or are they limited to only 3 credits online or hybrid (out of 12 credits).  

Rebecca Lopez: Online with couple of departments as hybrid ie. nursing clinicals, aviation. Need more 

guidance on ESL students. 

Jeffrey Pannell: Hybrid in that if a class absolutely must be in person (like aviation maintenance, or 

nursing practicum), then that program/course/labs can be socially distanced in person. Everything else is 

online as much as possible.  

LAUREN NEHLSEN: Re: hybrid models and new initial students - I think we have to wait for more 

guidance from SEVP. 

Cristina Carney 2: @Lauren Nehlsen: thanks. Is this the general consensus here? 

LAUREN NEHLSEN: @Cristina - there seems to be multiple perspectives here.  

Michelle Massey: @ Cristina and @Lauren I agree, some SEVP Field Reps have shared that we will likely 

see updated guidance of some kind as early as next week 



Daryl Bish: Given that the March guidance does not specifically address language programs, could IEPs 

have hybrid classes? 

JY Zhou: How can I find if we need export control license in certain countries?  

Briana Gerrish: One point I feel we need clarity on is transfer ins currently outside of the US. It seems to 

me as if we should be able to activate their records to start learning from abroad. If they are stuck 

outside of the US and cannot return, would deferring their start dates to their arrival dates impact their 

ability to count the fall semester towards OPT/CPT two semester requirements? How does the data fix 

actually work here? If they have a transfer pending I-20, could they enter the US and be activated, even 

if a campus is online? 

Marisa Atencio: @Briana, great question- data fix black hole? 

Michelle Massey: @Briana agreed, hopefully the forthcoming new guidance will address this scenario! 

Sun Hee Choi: I believe the SEVP's latest policy was asking new students to stay in their country. Also, it 

is my understanding based on a conversation with my SEVP rep that the initial students may enter the 

US if their program is NOT 100% online .  

Jodi Simek: @SunHee Choi - Thank you for this information 

Cristina Carney 2: @Sun Hee Choi: SEVP asking students to stay outside but your Rep said they could 

come anyway if the campus is not totally online? 

Mike Brzezinski: @ Cristina Carney - it seems if initial students can get to the US and if they register for 

no more than one on-line course then they should be OK but if your school went to all online mid-

semester, I think there could be issues for such students.  It seems SEVP's flexibility does not apply to 

initial students 

Susan D'Amico: Many of us with plans for hybrid would not change as a result of Tuesday's ruling. but if 

we need to revise the operational stance for health reasons, we now have the flexibility. this is a huge 

relief 

Jodi Simek: Wisconsin has been without a rep for almost 1 1/2 years 

Swati Kukreja: @ I agree jodi 

Catherine Lee: @Jodi Simek "sigh" 

Jodi Simek: @Catherine - I called my elected officials this week asking for a timeline - as a hopeful 

"nudge"  we will see 

Catherine Lee: @Jodi fingers crossed- thanks for advocating! 

Olga Rojas: Generally if a person is coming from a travel ban country, they need to be in another non-

travel ban country for at least 14 days before they enter the U.S.  This has worked with CBP.  

Jennifer Kelley: @Olga Rojas - F/M exceptions to the March 2020 travel bans have been granted and are 

awarded automatically for current F/J visa holders. They will be granted to initial F/M visas during 

consular appt. 



Swati Kukreja: do anyone know whom to contact in regards with SEVP in Wisconsin  

Sara Liang (Friar): @ Jodi -- yes, it would be helpful to have an SEVP Rep in Wisconsin during this time. 

..as you mentioned, it's been about 1.5 years since we've had a rep. 

Erin @ NAFSA: If your questions were not addressed during the presentation, please consider joining 

the conversation on the International Student Advising Network on Network NAFSA!  

Joy Carl: Department of State has now issued that F-1 students count as an exception to the Travel Bans 

for Schengen Region of Europe, Ireland, and UK 

Kathleen Head: @Joy do you have a link? 

Steve Springer: European Schengen Area Proclamation. March 11, 2020 - Proclamation 9993 of March 

11, 2020, published at 85 FR 15045 (March 16, 2020). "The entry into the United States, as immigrants 

or nonimmigrants, of all aliens who were physically present within the Schengen Area during the 14-day 

period preceding their entry or attempted entry into the United States is hereby suspended and limited 

subject to section 2 of this proclamation...” NAFSA Summary.  

Chimin Lee Metzler: How are schools responding to quarantine verification, where does the 

responsibility of monitoring and collecting data lie in your schools?   

LA ADAMS: @Chimin Lee Metzler good questions 

Helpful Links 
-------------------- 

American Council on Education Letter to DHS 

Amicus Brief in Harvard-MIT Lawsuit 

Compete America Letter to DHS 

Connecting Our World 

Full Recording of the Event 

Letter from NAFSA CEO Dr. Esther Brimmer to DHS 

NAFSA CEO Dr. Brimmer on CNN International 

NAFSA Coronavirus Critical Resources 

NAFSA Legislation and Policy Resources 

NAFSA Regulatory Requests to Agencies 

NAFSA Resources for Operational Resilience 

SEVP Directive – March 9, 2020 

SEVP Follow Up Guidance – March 13, 2020 

Statement from NAFSA CEO Dr. Esther Brimmer, July 6 

https://network.nafsa.org/communities/community-home?CommunityKey=4855d163-01f4-4a24-ab2a-76d9bdffef71
https://www.nafsa.org/regulatory-information/covid-19-restrictions-us-visas-and-entry
https://www.acenet.edu/Documents/Letter-DHS-ICE-Fall-2020-Guidance-071020.pdf
https://www.acenet.edu/Documents/Amicus-Brief-Mass-District-Court-SEVP-071320.pdf
https://competeamerica.org/2020/07/13/compete-america-letter-to-federal-agencies-negative-consequences-of-proposed-f-1-student-restrictions-for-2020-school-year/
https://www.connectingourworld.org/
https://www.nafsa.org/about/about-international-education/town-hall-sevp-fall-2020-guidance
https://www.nafsa.org/sites/default/files/media/document/NAFSA%20SEVP%20Letter%20to%20Director%20Canty%20071020%20Signature%20Redacted.pdf
https://twitter.com/jchatterleyCNN/status/1282703254372179968
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